Make a RIGHT and head to the History of Battleship USS New Jersey Exhibit.

3. Circle a War or Conflict that the BB-62 was involved in?
   A. Civil War       B. Revolutionary War   C. Korean Conflict

4. How many Battle Stars have been awarded to the Battleship New Jersey?
   A. 19               B. 32               C. 5,280

Now proceed to the Battleship New Jersey Historical Museum Society Exhibit (Bob Hope Room).

5. Who is speaking in the video?
   A. Elmo            B. Bob Hope        C. Your Teacher

6. What is the name on the typewriter?
   A. Underwood      B. Potato Salad    C. Bubba Burger

Next up is the New Jerseyans on the Big J Exhibit.

7. What was Lillian Carson’s occupation on the Big J?
   A. Acrobat         B. Captain        C. Welder

8. How much do the exhibit handouts cost?
   A. $1.00           B. $2.00           C. FREE

Follow the Yellow line on the deck to the Port side of the Exhibit area. Locate the Life and Times of Admiral William F. Halsey Exhibit (red room).

9. What sport did William Frederick Halsey, Jr. play?
   A. Football        B. Baseball       C. Cricket

10. What was Admiral Halsey’s nickname?
    A. Tiger           B. Bull           C. Lion